Information about handling of your credentials by Helicopter Wing at Air Station
Karup, Danish Air Show 2022.

Data responsibility
Helicopter Wing, Danish Air Show 2022 (HW) is data responsible for handling the data received from you.
Contact information
Helicopter Wing, Danish Air Show 2022
Herningvej 30
7470 Karup J
E-mail: HW-KTP-DAS2022@fiin.dk
Data Protection Advisor
Contact to the Data Protection Advisor responsible for the Danish Defence Command and
its subordinate authorities via ph.: 0045 7284 0679 or e-mail: FKO-O-JURDPO@MIL.DK.
Purpose and legal basis
As you need access to an operational area at the Air Station, HW have to check that you are
the person you claim to be, and the credentials you forward will be used for this purpose
only. Your credentials will be stored up to 1 month after the Air Show to verify documentation
in case of criminal offenses committed at the Air Station.
Legal basis to make HW able to handle your credentials follows the Danish military security
regulations and the Danish data protection regulations article 6, para 1e. Article 6, para 1e
states that handling credentials is allowed taking into account the interest of the Danish
community or belonging to a public authority assignment.
Categories of credentials
HW will ask for and handle common credentials, which is covered by the Danish data protection regulations article 6:
 Pass numbers or driving license numbers from civilians together with full name, address,
cellphone number, mail address and nationality.
Sharing credentials
If you raise questions that HW needs to answer, HW will, if needed, share your credentials
with relevant authorities belonging to the Danish Defence Ministry in order to provide you
the correct answer.
If relevant, HW will furthermore share your credentials with the Danish Police Intelligence
Service and/or the Danish Defence Intelligence Service.
Storage of credentials
1 month after the Air Show your credentials will be erased, because the purpose no longer
exits.
Duties and consequences
To grand you access to the Plane Spotter Day, HW needs your credentials. You are not
obliged to forward your credentials, but please note it will exclude you from getting access
to the Air Station.
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The Danish data protection regulations provides you rights concerning HW handling of your
credentials. If you want to use these rights, please contact HW. You can read more about
your rights at www.datatilsynet.dk.
Knowledge about stored data
You are entitled to seek knowledge about which credentials HW handles about you.
Correction of data
You are entitled to require incorrect credentials corrected.
Restrictions
In some cases, you can claim restricted handling of your credentials. In that case, HW can
only handle your credentials with your permission in order to determine assert or defend
legal requirements, or to protect a person or essential societal interests.
Objections
In some cases, you can object to the handling of your credentials. You can object to handling of your credentials though the handling is legal. If you object, HW will consider
whether your situation is more important than the legal handling.

Complaints
If you want to complain about the handling of your credentials, you can contact the
Danish Data Inspectorate via ph.: 0045 3319 3200 or e-mail: dt@datatilsynet.dk.
See more at www.datatilsynet.dk.
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